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1. 	INTrIODUCTION  

The york on parcel no Ling was originally suggested to the 
1,aterials ienulinL ilesearch Unit u3 British Rail which is one 

ray the svoa,;oring orL;aaiaations contributing to the Ressarch 

una. 

	

	This cork has also formed the subject of a researca 
which aas been used es the basis of this i.eport. Tae 

stuueat, fit. 	L. Decernd is therefore the main author, in 
so-oeratioa 'oit - the staf,: of w Lc nesearch Jnit. 

Quite a high p1L,ortion of coumercial goods travel fro- supplier 
to customer as a Iparc,-1'. 	That is, a single package 
securely ,ackee, moving from orijn to a destination by various 

Tpeans of transport. 	Cince most parcels orisinatin from a 
single point are destined for different addresses which oay 
be in any part of the country (ve are only considering inu-nd 

parcels) a sorting procedure has to take place. Theoretically, 
this could occlx at any point after despatc, but is usually 
done at a point central to ceZlection frol., a number of 

suppliers. 	The advent of rail order business which is still 
e,qoanan, ralday in tills country, has brou:,ht a vastly 
increased flow of parcels into the' various organisations under- 

taLiag to ,eliver 

It as appreciated frot., the bec;inning of the woth ti_-t this 
problem was not peculiar to L.1.. or other parcel handling 
organisations such as the G..2.0., but the 1-)rincirles involved 
should be capable of as plication over a much wider field. There 
are many situations where a sorting activity takes place in 
orcer to reduce a mass of ranuomly 	items into discrete 

categories, and it is lihely that many of these coule 

by beinL-, examineu by the metdods sugf„ested in this re
-ocrt. 

One of the early cifficulti,co vas to dec4_ae what constituted 

a 
narcel, and certain rules were proposer_ to arrive at a 

defi.nition. 	It [-?as ,;ciLerally taLan to 1.ct a pacar
-e of any 

shape or form which travelled bctueen two points as a 

separate entity. 	It vas ncses,,ary to ilace solfa restrictions 
oa sizei and ;7cight, since articles as large and unwiuldly as a 
double--bee size -ttresc racularly trnvel on 3.n. es 'parcels 
traffic', but eo not lend themselves very well to rapid 
aanclialg. Taus a parcel was generally tal-en to mean a Lox 

or nachege of -bout 2 ft. cube which could readily be handled 

by one man. 	This division is loosely observed by L.
17-, who 

tend to treat separately those items which are obviously 
unvieldly of excessively heavy. 

1. 



There are three rou.3h clivisions L.,.to size,  and fitand1f7"ab.ility":- 

(i) 	Poctal parcels accepted by the G.P.O. 
under stringent  size 	weight limits. 

aailway parcels traffic, which takes 
almost any size, both parallel with the 
G.P.O. runt;;: and upwards, and sirlilar 
servics run by national or pri7ate 
road carriers. 	The upper sizalueigh'.: 
limit tends to be set by the pricing 
structure rc.tLur than by I7:::csed -physical 
limitations. 

Larger and senerally more irregular 
packages which usually travel by rail 

'sundries' sevfice or could similarly 
travel by road haulage. 	This category 
also includes multipla packages to one 
address. 

The ruport is confined to t..L. firzt t:!c. cat_;Lcries [pith ri.;.,;4.ril to 
thu practic;:.1 	 ci tile problem. 

2. 



2. 	IAR1 

The object of t-_,e investigation was to examine the existing 
sorting 1,roceeures for railway parcels in crier to evaluate 
existing methods both manual and naciiine-assisted for 
efficiency of sorting. 	To postulate a standard of sorting 
efficiency it was necessary to loci: more closely at the 
theoretical basis of the sorting 1..roces, and to develop a 
theory of sortinr.,. 	This has been done by the application of 
information Theory, usil,g the concept of Entropy as a measure 
of the state of disorder of a given mix of parcels. 

The relationship between the entropy index and the number of 
'Jays or divisions into weich the parcels are required to be 
sorted will enable the amount of sorting per parcel to be 
found. 	This in turn uill given an indication of the most 
efficient method to be used. 

The theoretical sorting method can be aK,plied to both Lmnual 
and mechahical sortin,:,, and an indicaticni can be given as to 
which method is likely to be more efficient in a given 
sizuation, and thus e' cost estimate can be carried out. 

Some compLrisons have been made between the cost of sorting 
parcels both manually aLd oy different mechanical methods, 
mal;ing certain cost assumpt5.ons, and relating this to the volume 
of parcels to be sorted. 
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3. 	T:laaJY,TICL SOUTLAG 

e sise6 with whch parcels can be sorted is dependent on the 
number of bate ;pries into which the items must be carted and 
the number of corte,neceesary to separate tueel to destinations. With 
letter post, there is little actual transporting u2 the letter at 
tee eorting point, ;east of the sorting time is deeeneent ea how 
cuickly the sorter can recognise the destination. 	'Ath 
parcel-sortieL, the opleeeite is true, the greaeer the lengeh of 
tiee is spent in .ceerying the parcel from the sorting point to 
tee sorting destination. 

Corting speed, taough, is not the only factor for optimal 
oorting. ?he increased sorting speed, clue to the Tmaller 
nui• ber of sorts, :;e3 oh-set by the number of tiees a parcel 
nruct be sorter.: ane t.a increased handling time between sorts. 
The 'otal sorting efficiency, therefore, is lel'endent on the 
speee of sortinu and the avezaLfe eumber of sorts. 

If there arc 100 ecstinations to be sorter: to, and an equal 
numl2er of parcels for each, thee two sorts each into ten 
bays can be uceel. 	At the first sort, the parcels are 
elaced into ten Lays, each having ten destiatices allotted 
to it. 	The parcels in eeeh bay are than serted into a 
further ten bays, one bay per destination. 	As the volume for 
each eestinatien has been asseeed to be equal, then sortine 
to 'CO deb tinations has only required twice the number of 
sorte that would be needed for ten destinations. 	Likewise, 
sorting for 1,000 destinations will only require three sorts 
of ten bays each. 	As the effective work done is the same 
for each sort, they it can be said t_ at sorting for 100 
destinations is twice the effective tiorh of sorting for tea 
Ceatinations. 	This means that tee effective work done in 
ec..ting can be reletee to the losarithm of thue nuebar of 
baye. This logaritnm can be called the Index of Lffectivenees 
and allows for the effect of the verying nueber of handlings 
occurring with different numbers cej: beys. 

Tnus if the sorting ereeds are muitipliee by this In..ex, 
the sorting efficiency can be determine2.. 	2or parcels 
sorted into less than ten 'eays, the effective sorting seeed 
will be reeuced, as the logarithms used are to the base of 
10. 	This a:Cleve for the increased number of handlings. 	If 
the number of bays is greater than ten, then the effective 
sorting opeed Telli be iecreased, clue to the lesser nuMber of 
handlings required. 
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If these effective sorting speeds are now compared, the post 
efficient number of bays can 'ee determined. 

The followina table has been pre7)ared using standard time data 
on parcel sorting provided by ;T. The tinie elements referred 
to in the tattle and the tent following are the analysis of the 
ta d-  ef sortirei: 1arcels as under: 

.111e_ent o. Operatic.:  

1,crlove i)cc age frox, 'arrival' vehicle. 
Identify destiraton code nvao'cer. 
iawe faci,age to a:propriate trolley. 
Stow in trcl ley 
Operator returns to pickup point. 

1
 

h.
)
 

 

Tlis above is depeliclent on parcels beinj sorted into rit?sh Railways 
Universal Trolleys (a1-1111L;3) a wheeled cage-tyl)e container arprox. 
5' x 	in area. 

No of Area 	Time per 	Parcels/ Total time 	Effective sorting 
sorts,F recuired parcel 	hr 	Parcel allow- 	speed 

(51:;::3L') sec.s 	 ing 3 secs 	s x log F 
for elements 
1,2 u 4 

40 2,4002t-  13.7 263 15.7 421 334 
30 1,500 12.0 300 15.0 442 352 
20 1,200 10.25 350 13.25 452 330 
15 X0 9.1 395 12.1 453 350 
12 500 9.1 395 12.1 430 322 
10 500 U.Sc' 450 11.0 450 327 

0 400 6.05 525 5.i.,5 475 330 
6 350 5.25 575 9.25 445 300 
4 250 4.3. j',04 7.0 540 310 

E1.1L3 (all 
only elements) 

If we asoc.le that the percel . erzJits fre,e movement are.: is between 
10 and 75 ibs in weiL,ht, then, a 	znalysic of tete basic time 
per parcel fcr elements 3 and 3 shows that a sort of four is the 
most off:ective, allowing ev.en, for the increased unithcr of sorts. 
Kowever, the data provided was only for a comparison of mair,:al 
any: automated methos, an: old not take into account the time 
tahe for the oche.: eleeLenes - unloading an,: loading the 
a.rcels and reaaiels the destination address or code number. Tlhen 

leaking a nor al comparison of ilethods, these times would not be 
rectdred, as they are the same for ech metho:. 



Although the time for elene-:.ts 1, 2 an- 4 is short, it is 
reasonably constant, and when added to the time for carrying 
the parcel and returnin„ it, it reduces the overall effective 
scrting speed, particuleriy for the sorts with a smaller 
number of bays. 

For tLe e,acuiatiors of parcels per hour sorted, the assumption 
vas maee that the sorter was working, nonstop, for a full hour, 
jut the sorter does not spend all of his time sorting, he has to 
move railway cage type trolleys C..T.UTLS) etc. around, removing 
full ones and collecting empty ones; he has to assist in the 
loading of tra:ns specially cesisned to accept -.3UTES, etc. 
he may also have to wait for 'arrival' vehicles anti mutt also 
be given a 'personai' allowance. This will probably reduce 
his actual sortiur time to about i hour for each hour worked. 

From the corrected effective sorting speeds, it will be seen 
that Cherk, tc little difference in sortie -: speeds bet!:een 

and 40 bayc, nne sorts into 15 inc '2,0 Lays, giving the 
highest speei's; hcwever the sort into :0 bars renuires twice 
the area of that of 113, and four tLees that of 	sorts. 	It 
has been assumee above, that the t5,2e takea to read and identify 
a parcel's address is cchstant, for all numl:ers of bays. 	But, 
although no figures for parcels are available, letter sorting 
has shown that the time taken fo: recognising the Oestination 
and its appropriate bay, particularly when there are a large 
number of poosible destinations, will be longer when there are 
a larger nut-ther of bays. 	This time will be difficult to 
meesure, as each sorter's time will vary with experience aLlh 
method of rememberini. 	It will have the effect of reducing 
the sortihg speeds for hisicer numbers of bays. 
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4. 	EiTFOILit-C.J.0ii TLEOEY 

All control systees function ey transmitting signals Trhich 
contain information about the controller's requirements. 	This 
ieformation is then interixated and any appropriate chanees 
tahe place. 	This iueorLation can teen De put into a reemory 
store, as in the human brain or an electronic coenuter. Thus, 
informaeioD can be transmitted, translated and stored. 	It is 
an ecsential content of any control systeli - Information 
Thec-ey answers quar.tatively how muea information a system contains. 

Information Theory was criginally developed in the field of 
Communications Engineering - eren which the media of radio, 
telegraph etc., are technologically based - by Shannon in 
"1,:athelan.tical Thecey oZ Comtuidcationn  in 194C. 	This theory 
wao dseti to deal with the ceestion of noise in a 	chaetnel 
and Low eo organise a message et the transeission pcint in 
order to minimise the effect of this aoise. 	It toe': into 
account prior information, of a statistical nature, on the form 
of the lessage thes hecomieig tile application of probability 
theory to t-;c..T..amiczztionz: problems. 

because of the del,th are. generality of Information Theory, it 
can be applied to all forms of communication. As well as 
ceLiLlunication ensineering, it also contributes to the basic 
concepts of eryptegraphy and language translation, and its use 
in information retrieval, perce-etion and learning, an(d other 
beLavioural sciences is being explored. 

The funeamental problem of communication is reproducing at one 
L;oinc a InESS-,,L1 sceected at anoteer. 	The meceages may have 
neaning; i.e. they refer eo, or are correlated, according to 
some system with physical or conceptual meanings. 	However, 
this is irecievant to the ensiaeering problem. The significant 
aspect 	that the actual message is cne selected from a set 
of osseele . essagee. 	Tike system must cperate for all these 

selectier:silot just the one which will aee tally be 
chosen, since this is unee.oun beforehad. 

Seaenoa, teen, is concerned with the average amount: of 'uncertainty' 
within the set or el:Joe...1)1e of meeeages. 	he called this 
uncertainty "12.htropy", because the ferieula he derived for it -
"will be recoseised as that of entropy as defined in certain 
formulations of statistical mechanics". 	It is also the term 
used in physics to measure the excitation or disorder of 
effolecules in a Las. 
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Shannon's 17ok does not only hold for rai.do messages, but for 
any application U_L.2-J:3 the uticertainty of picking cue =Aber 
from a collection is requited. 

4.„ formula can be derive:_i relating the size of an cnsezible to 
the uncertainty (or entro-py) associates (7ith it. 	If the 
enseilible has only aux.,: -.L/eluber, then th..:re is no uncertainty; 
we I.now tue L.olution L.:;fore 	start. 	If there are two r.erlbers, 
then one question is needed to identify between them. 	In a 
binary system, it can be shown that each time the ensemble 
doubles, the number of questions to 'oe asked, thus the entropy, 
is increased by one. 	Thu, the entropy, E, can be connected 
to the size of the enseubie by 

= -log2n 

when all of the :oluticns are ecuiorobable. 

nowever, where the solutions are not equiprobable, i.e. where 
there is bias touczds certaLi "enlars, this value of 2 does 
not apply, as tL e entropy is reduced. 	Therefore some account 
must De takeil of the wcizhting, or probability, 	each member. 

Cuppose there is a set of -i-ossible selctions, whose probabilities 
of occurrence are .., 2  . 	 The probabilities are 1 

iY 

but nothing else concerning which selection will be made is 
known. 	If tee is a measure of 'choice' involved in the 
selection of the event, say L(pl,p2...4;.), it is reasonable 

to require that it satisfies the following conditions:- 

1/ 	2 should be continuous in P.. 
-1 

Ifallp. 
1  are cqual, p. .-----, then the value 

L increases as the size of the set increases. 

3/ 	 The unit of uncertainty is additive, i.e. if 
a choice is broken down into successive choices, 
the crii3inai E should be the weighted sum of 
Cle individual values of E. For example, the 
al.lount of inforr_ation on two punched cards is 
the sum of the amount of information cn each. 



Shannon offireCE as his secon, theor am, that tile only fornIula for 
li vatic fl ink theoe three ccn..litions is:- 

- 	Epilcg pi. 

1". is rarely a positive constant, det.:rmining the units of 
uncertainty. 

For a Given act, - is a L-_:,it_um une,, all the possible outcomes 
are equiprobablo. 	r1 minimuL value of E is 	wLich occurs 

.Clere is only one possilde outce7r,. 	since 	result 
is ti,en :mown, uncertainty vanishes. 

A collection of uLsortekl parcels ;Till be in a state of disor,:er 
ane 	win have a value of uncertainty connected with the 
possible nestil_,ations of any of the parcels. 	This value will 
be proportional to tnc amoullt of sorting that is required on the 
arcels, to get them to tiLeir proper destinations. 	Therefore, 

as this uncertainty eNists, the Theory of Information can be 
applied to Parcel Sorting to determine the amount of sorting 
re,luired on a collection of parcels. 

The matlieuatical derivation of the entropy value for a mass of 
aosort. parcels is given in L:-7)endL: I, and shows that the number 
of sorts. is equal to E 	, where P is the number of bays into which 

log F 
the parcels are to be sorted. 



5. 	OPTIIILL, SOLTILIG 

It was shown in the sectiou on Information Theory, that the 
entropy of a collection of parcels shows the amount of sorting 
work to be done, and that the reduction in entropy after one 
sort into a set number of bays is equal to the 1On, of that 
num'ocr i.e. r. 	It was stated above that the sorting 
'effectiveness'wes also related to log F. 	The reduction of 
eutropy or disorue:, verifies this relationship. 	It Wc^-3 
also shown that the entropy divided by the loLarithm of the 
Lumber of bays was equal to the number of sorting passes 
required. 

If an equal sa-ber cf j arcels are allocatcc. to the bays 
available, then tLe number of destinations per bay will vary 

Lowever, since destinations are not cqui-probable, 
this may result iu the number of sorts being reduced. 	Uide 
discrepancies in tie -1u.ber of destinations per bay may ,cake it 
more difficult for sortoss to remember, and it would be Letter to 
have the number of destinations per bay as powers of a eormon 
figure, (e.g. 1, 10, 1C0). 

Thus, althou,;h the sorting effectiveness requires equal numbers 
of parcels per bay, in practice this figure can only be used 
as a guide when allocating destinations to bays. This means 
that time rerluction in entropy will be less than log F in the 
majority of cases. 

A Practical Exa7.ple 

Data supplied by 1:ritish Rail for a typical depot was used as 
a practeal example for the above theoretical method. 

The total number of -earcela handled was 23,013. Of these 10,740 
were collected for forwarding, 14,C23 were received for transhipment, 
and 2,042 were received for delivery. Ihere were 173 possible 
destinations and the number of parcels per destinatio varied 
'between 2351 and 1. 

The entropy rer parcel -was calculated for the whole collection 
and this figure came to 1.31. For an equal nurber of parcels 
per destination the entropy wculu have been log 17G (or 2.245). 

La method used was to sort to 57 destinations, the traffic 
being re-sorted to the 17, at the various transhipment points. 



icing the theoretical methoe ef optieel sorting, the parcels 
could be sorted with an average number of 1.0 handlings per 
parcel into 10 bays. 	Alternatively, if 15 bays were used, 
the parcels coul Le sorted with au average of 1.54 handlings 
per parcel. 

For the moment, we shall assume that the collection is fully 
sorted at the depot, thus no account will need to he paid 
to any geo7rapLical destinations. 	If 15 sorting bays are used, 
the average uveeber of parcels per bay will be 1,000. Of the whole 

collection the parcels received for delivery were 2,042, 
therefore one of the bays can be used solely for these pareels. 
For the remainder, 2 destinations each receive more than 1300 
parcel;,, thus, these destinations can be allotted individual 
bays, Ira -loving the need for further sorting. The next tuo 
destinations, however, account for a further 2500 parcels which 
Till meaa that if one bay is allotted to them, they will have 
to Le serted into two at a later steee. 	It would Le better 
if the rare allotted a 'Jay each. 	This will leave 172 
destinations for 1..) bays. 	Sorting could be arranged as 17 
destinations eer bay, but this will result in a large 
variation of parcels in each bay. 	If 5  bays are allotted, 
15 destinations each, there will be a remainder of 37 
destinations with a total of 3'32 parcels, essumieg that the 
eroupires awe made in oreer of quantity. 	The number of 
parcels per bay for the remainder will vary between 7,000 
and 400, to be sorted into 15 each at the secondary sort, 
althoeh the quantities per bay at this sort will be 
approximately equal. This range of parcels is rather high, 
when, for optimum sorting, there should be an equal eueLer 
cx parcels per Lay. 

If a lower number of Lays is ucee, say 12, the sorting speed 
will L)e slightly less efficient, but 	euentities per bay, 
vequiree for optimum sorting will be `.:ore closely approached. 
The parcels could be :eendied as shown:- 
We-31. 0.n. Zone Codes) .  

of parcels sorted at 
1st Sort 	Of ,lestinatioLe 	 1  

A 	 1 	 2351 
b 	 1 	 2217 
n 	1 	 1400 e 
D 1 	 1112 
E 12 from 862-321 	 6159 	6159 
F 	 12 froo. 311-200 	 3039 	3039 
O 12 from 200-134 	 1045 	101:5 

12 from 127-95 	 1250 	12)8 
J 12 from '25-60 	 1058 	1050 

.,: 	 12 from CO-65 	 353 	C50 
L 100 frau 64-1 	 2337 	2007 	2337 
11 	Delivery 	 2042 	- 

11. 



This results in a total of 44,040 parcel handlings, for 
24,771 parcels, or an average of 1.03 handlings per parcel. 
The entropy '.or this collection cf parcels was 1.bl, 
therefore with equal quanities of parcels per bay, the 
theoretical number of parcel handlings would have been 1.74, thus 
the result of u-equal quantities of parcels in the bays 
has increased the number of handling by .07 per parcel, or an 
el:tra 72; handling overall. 

This assumed, however, that all of the parcels were sorted at 
the oae de:„ot a•ad then sent to their final destinations in a 
fully sorted coneitioa. This cannot be the case, in the 
majoaity of depots, due to lack of space aad facilities, 
therefore e.ose attention must be paii to the geographical region 
of the destin-tion. 	The parcels would be partly sorted and 
then sent 'rough' sorted to another zone centre for final 
sorting in that area. 

This will have particular effect on the destinations with low 
volumes cf parcels, as the largest parcel volumes are sorted 
out at the first pass, and the allotment of destinations in 
the rick le ranges can be re-arranged to suit regions quite 
easily. 	Although this will mean that destinations of 
approxieately equal volumes will no longer be combined, the 
new grouping ray improve the variance of the number of parcels 
per bay after the primary sort, to give a closer figure to the 
averaae. 

For a.e 103 destinations of small volume traffic, it should 
be peaelble to collect 10 groups of 10 destinations each, 
with=a 	sena railway regien. 	If necessary, the 10 
destiaaclons per bay need not be strictly aCherred to. For 
example, if there are 12 destinations that can be forwarded 
together, and another group of C, then this will be better 
for foruarding than sorting out 2 groups of 10. 	These groups 
can then be ccrabined with the traffic fora main zone centre, 
and forwarded there fcr final sorting. 	In addition, any 
small destination that may have traffic forwarded to the sorting 
depot in question, as a zone centre, must be sorted out 
ia6ividuelly, in any event. 

The following taLle (Tab .2; is an amended version of the abeam one 
giving tte code navebt.re for z.n. zone centres and showing haw 
destinations could be conbineC rec,rapnically by regions. 

Table 3 shows a breakdown of destinations for bay L on the secolLd 
sort. (This shows aumters of parcels only,the destination codes 
being omitted.) 
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Bay.  at 	 Zoqe centre ccdo 1:amber and parcels per zone 
1st sort 	':..egiou 	 cent7:e 

A 	E.R. 	150/251 
162/2217 

E. 	lo6/1403 
E.K. 	154/1112 

171/062;153/753; 153/393;161/575;165/520 
151/442;152/42;164/373;155/347;100R01; 
149/235;a/12 

77 71 a—l• a.%• 	 103/135;13S1125;100/82 ; 140/70 ; 113/62; 
11/62; 104/62; 
1/3/2.5;1U1/145;197/206;1 4/80;103/74;177/67; 

S.R. 	221/321;200/1.:J;225/273;202/200;212/200;226/170; 
210/134;204/120;227/95;223/70;220/63 

it 	 306/255;312/207;300/144;316/110;301/105;303/95; 
323/92;330;70; 314/73;310/66; 

Sc.R. 	66/138; 81/127; 34/140 
23/399; 56/293;24/193;13/141;49/109;52/96; 
17/ 5;13/90;1M5;34/35; 9/75; 35/70 
6/45;72/311;57/220;27/164;55/134;54/123; 
30/93;33/07;60/66;7/900/92 

The remaiLder; or tile second sort they could be 
sorted to the followinr: groups (number of parcels only)g- 

Table. 3. 

II III IV V VI VII VIII II: 

N • • N E • r:I . a SLi LMR 12-111 Sc.R 

35 16 43 6 35 40 5 10 20 50 
46 30 20 40 15 20 33 41 50 40  
1C 10 23 25 30 55 50 25 CO 5 

:-_, 10 5 30 60 1 lCi 35 33 5 
40 5 -,-, ,_u. 10 3' 40 35 17 42 90 
30 45 c 5 I. 55 30 13 53 5 
48 Sc.R 5 15 1_ 17 45 40 25 10 
32 35 45 1 L) 5 2:.0 43 30 
11 4_,/ g 45 3 24 17 46 90 
2. 2 5 3c; 25 60 46 5 
42 35 50 50 
17 30 

If each 'bay' uses: takes ti'e form of 1 Laum, then there will 
still be a nce;., to sort further for some of the regions, 
TILere dcstinetions in tliat region may be far apart. 	“owever, 
if a 'bay' cotsists of a nuabcr of LUTES, placed togetIter, 
traffic ro be forwarded to diffel-ent cone centres in the same 
region ecu be placed in different ERUT2S, allouin5 the 
parcels to be forwareed via the most convenient ::one centre. 
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Dore than one 'JUTE will be required at each bay, at the 
same time, but, on the other hand, there will be less need 
to -replace full MUMS with empty ones. 

Each sorting 6c17.ot will have different quantities of parcels 
fo: each other depot. Liheuise, day to day quantities will 
vary at each depot, but over a period of time, a representative 
number of parcels per depot  per day, can be obtained and this 
fiE:ure can be used for determining the allocation of sorting 
bays. Attention should be paid to these figures, which 
should be amened to Leep up with altering trends. 

It has been assumed throughout this section that the parcels 
receivee for sorting have been in a ccupletely mixed 
collection. 	ilowever, this is not strictly accurate,pareels 
received for transhipment at the larger depots will already 
hew° been passed through a primary sort elsewhere. 	This 
means that the uncertainty, or entropy of a part of the 
collection has already been reduced elsewhere, as the 
possible destinations for this group has been greatly reduced. 

This will tend to cancel out the effect which the unequal 
numbers of parcels in each bay will have on the reduction in 
total entropy after one pass. 
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6. 	ACTUAL SORT=G =OTIS  

hanual Sortiag 

A great many parcels carried by ilritish hail are sorted by 
hard. A gang of m<m, sorting a collection of parcels, can 
either work individually, each man collecting, sorting and 
loaclIng on his own, or two or more can work as a team, one 
selecting the parcel ant, reading the destination, the other 
taking i to the receiving vehicle. There are three basic 
types of sort a parcel can receive - it can he the first sort 
of traffic collected at the depot to the area of its 
destination; it can be a parcel received from a depot for 
delivery;  cr.: it can he attranhipmet 'Pcrcel, which has been 
forwarded from another area, to be sent on to a third depot. 

Ther. the -7.,Ircels are collected, they pass through a primary sort, 
either directly to its destil-ation, or more commonly, to a 
destination area. 	These parcels are then loaded into 
appropriate railway wagons and forwarded. 	At the destination 
depot, the wagons are unloaded and tie parcels resorted, either 
to final cartage posts, or if t=canshipment traffic, to the 
final destination zone centre. 

The parcels ale often rehandled several times in the course of 
transit, by a largo number of men. 	Lary cf these men simply 
cancel nut the work done by ea tier men, mainly because sorting 
and load.,.74 involves the use of barrows, which cause unnecessary 
loAlding 	unloading. 	Parcels offloaded from barrows accumulate 
on platF,)rm while awaitin:s the arrival of a train. 	As it takes 
40-30 minutes to fully load a van with parcels, trains tend to 
leave lightly-loaded,,  to clear.  platform space and keep to time- 
tables. 	In addition, segregation of parcels for different 
destinations within a 	van is difficult and long delays sometimes 
occur at intermediate stations, for unloading and loading 

This means that sour vans are detached from trains 
wit:. less p.arcels than would normally justify this action. 

To ease this problem:, a form of unit to has heeu developed. 
At first, single' 	-ziere tried, but those 	not 
auccessful, es the dimensions of the pallets were not compatible 
with those of the vans, and, witi. the end-forces s,J.bjected 

yeas when shunted, unless the packages were strapped to the 
liallcts, or tte yagon ucr; fully-loaded, damage could occur to 
the goods. 	Pc- pellets would have been able to deal with 
tine problem, but they were heavy, immobile and, theoretically, 



wasted a lot of space in ti.e rail van, compared with filling 
the van to capacity with parcels. 	.onever, it was found 
after investigation cLat on average, parcel vans were under-
filled. 

There were some rcutes where the vans were filled to capacity, 
but adequate segregation of the parcels was impossible, 
consequently unnecessary handling resulted. 

This resulted in a wheeled, box container being developed. 
This was ?:norms as the Zritish Railways Universal Trolley 
Equipment (B.R.U.T.E.). 	it has two fi::ed wheels towards 
the rear and two swivelling castor wheels at 	front. These 
wheels are offset, to provide an inherent amount of "toe-in", 
which helps prevent 'snaLingt, when being toyed, a well known 
caaractzristic of the old type platform barrow trains. 

Another aid to coed traci:ing was found by having the draw-
bar at the rear of the trolley, instead of the front, and 
having it spring-loaded, so that it extended when the trolleys 
were traversing a curve and dulled Lack afterwards. 	This 
results in very accurate tracking of a train of BRUTES, each 
one following exactly in the path of the tractor. Another 
important purpose of the spring draw-bars, is during the initial 
tractive eifort,enabling the trac.:or to take up the load one 
trolley at a time; this can result in the use of a smaller 
tractor. 

To avoid the rehandling occurring during transit, the parcels 
should he leaded into j,UTEs at the earliest opportunity, and 
left tnere to the final destination. The trolleys can be 
loaded onto parcel trains with the -aaximum speed and minimum 
labour. 	1L) LiRUTLs can 	loaded onto a CLV van in five 
minutes, compared with the full hour to load it with individual 
parcels. 

The LRUT....s are best used for total uovement of a group of 
parcels; however, they can ue used instead of the old-type 
barrows for storage and transport around depots. 	Where 
intermediate stations do not h:vc the facilities for handlinc 
iIRUTEs, the parcels caul be initially sorted into BRUTES, 
loaded onto trains directly frau LaUTEs into vans and 
unloaded manually at the other end. Alternatively, when 
quantity for one destination is consistently sufficient to 
fill a van, then latil-s need not b used, and the van can 
be detached at the receiving station. 	This is particularly 
useful for terminal depots. 
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At prasast a number of routes are solely for DRUZI, trains. A 
conristing of tea CUV vans, each capable of holding 13 3RUTEs 

runs a set route, depositing and collecting BRUTEs from stations 
on the route. A good eNam-ele of this is the East An,;lia BRUTE 
train, from Peterborough East to Livereool Street. The train 
travels around. Last Anglia twice a day, each van having a set 
number of TXUTEs for ono or more of the fifteen stations. The 
train can be loaded at the originating depot some time before 
departure, in a slack period, allowing the staff to deal with 
ether traffic, as the need requires. 

At the mr).,ent, unfortunately, there is still a lot of traffic 
not handled in BRUTEs. however, with the increasing use of 
13111:TEs, handling of parcels will be reduced, resulting in a 
speedier service, with less chance of damage and confidence 
in parcels arriving at the correct destinations. 	The 
following section deals 'with parcel-sorting frost a Work 
Study view-point, comparing the work involved in manual 
sorting to different sorts, and also with mechanical sorting. 
As t:-.e time to 'rough-load' a parcels van varies consiacrably, 
all of the sorts will be into BRUTEs. 

As the theoretical sorting develcl-ed is not restricted to 
DnUTEs, or even to British Rail parcels, the parcels will be 
sorted into what will be termed 'bays'; these could conceivably be 
BRUT s, rail vans or 7.arccl bags. 

1;echanical Sorting of Parcels 

In addition to manual sorting, there are a number of sorting 
machines available. 	Although these machines differ in 
design and method of or.eratio.a, they are all of the sane 
basic concept. 	The parcels pass, on a conveyor of one form 
or notser, a sorting point at which ar operator records the 
destination of toe parcel in the memory system of the 
machine. The parcel then moves along the conveyor, until 
this destination is re;zched, whence the rarcel is removed 
from the conveyor. As the actual sorting process is still 
carried e--ut Ly a inulan operator', this method is u3re 
accurately described as an automatic conveying of sorted 
parcels to their receiving bays. 

Sorting machines provide a faster and more efficient method 
of cortia, with, when a sufficient number of parcels is 
sorted, a reduction in labour costs. Efficiency is increased 
because the (:)-serator remains at the sorting point, reading 
the destination code and keying this into the memory. After 
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thls all of the sorting is carried out automatically, with 
little chance of a wrong sort. As the operator does not 
have to move away from the coding point, the speed of 
sorting is increased, all of the carrying of the parcel 
through this sort being done on conveyors, the speed of which 
can he controlled. 	If the sorting operator has a loading 
assistant, who places the parcels with the code number 
showing in the correct position, and who can also call out 
tae cede number, then peak periods of traffic can be sorted 
rapidly and correctly. 

The machine delivers sorted parcels to one of a number of sorting 
bays, where the parcels are accumulated, awaiting fornation:into unit 
loaJs, such as BRUTES. 	To sort completely by mechanical 
means, however, will incur very high cost, due to the large 
number of discharge points and long length of conveyors required. 
Of all the possible destinations B.R. parcels are liable to 
be forwarded to, 	receive less than 100 parcels per day each. 
This means that a mechanical/manual corfeined system could be 
better used. The primary sort would use the sorting machine, 
followed by a manual secondary sort. 	This would result in a 
system similar to the theoretical manual system. The 
destinations with a large number of parcels, would have separate 
discharge points, whilst the remainder are sorted from the 
discharge bays into BRUTEs, for their respective destinations, 
grouped aroma" the discharge bays. 

Alternatively, traffic for other transhipment depots could 
be stowed in a number of BRUTES, without thorough sorting. 
This would allow traffic for destinations within the same 
transhipment depot, and with low quantities, to be combined 
for transporting conveniently. 

7or a large depot, hale:fling a high throughput of traffic, 
another netted would be to have a 'rough' preliminary sort 
before passing traffic to the sortie—e e:achine for a main sort 
for the destinatioeo wits in this sort. 

te tee sorting is carried out at high speed, the sorting can 
be better planned to fully utilise the facilities and labour 
of the depot. 	gtaff will be able to undertake other work 
on the same shift. Provided the demand is sufficiently great, 
received traffic for delivery could be sorted on the machine, 
into final cartgae posts, thus enabling more time to be spent 
on making out delivery notes and better loading of the delivery 
vehicles, than if the traffic had to be sorted manually as well. 
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Labour would still be required to load the parcels from 
thu discharge chutes into parcels vans or unit loads, even 
if no further sorting was needed. 	however, these stowing 
operators will have a choice of package shape and size from 
the accumulation of parcels, to assist them in the loading 
of the ZRUTe:, etc to its fullest capacity. 	The distance 
that the penneels are carried, also, will be reduced to 
a inimum, as will the choice of destinations, although 
therc will still aave to be a certain amount of package 
recognition by the opel:ators. 

The discharge chutes will act as temporary reservoirs, 
provided they are large enough, so that once a chute has 
been cleared, the o; orator can move on to another, 
reducing to a minimum his waiting time. This will also 
uean that other operators can be moved to a certain set 
of chutes, to prepare all of the traffic to meet particular 
trains, taus ensuring the prompt dispatch of traffic and 
a decrease in waiting-time and 'under-loading' of through 
parcel trains. 

With mechanical sorting, a higher numbers of sorts can be 
carried out in the priniary sort than would be used in a 
manual sort. Other work has indicated that 40 discharge 
points is the maximum an operator can key to efficiently and 
although this number of discharges reduces the number of 
secondary sorts, it means a fair increase in the capital cost 
of the eauipment. 	It will also require a larger area for 
the salting equipment. Unlike manual sorting, there is 
little difference in sorting rates for up to 40 sorts, as 
all carrying of the parcel is done automatically, the 
number of parcels passing the operator being constant. 	Thus 
the number of discharge chutes chosen will be dependent on 
cost of equipment area available and amount of primary 
sorting required. 

Illy; of Sorting ilachine 

Mere arr several types of sorting machine, all based on the 
use of a conveyor or one i:orm or another. 

a) 	Tilting Tray 

The Lagshawe "Tilt-Tray" sorter consists of a series of closely 
spaced trays, mounted between axially disposed pivots, on 



carriaes which travel around a fixed track. Each tray 
is held in a horizontal position on a cam plate, entil 
the destination point is reached, when an external roller 
is raised causing the tray to tilt. 

Parcels are placed on the erays at an induction point, 
where the eeetination for each dray is selected on a 
key-board. 	This destilAtion is fed into a logic memoiy 
unit, following tne tray, round the memory as the tray 
moves along tae track, until the selected destination is 
reached, at which point the discharge arm is raised, tilting 
the tray, so that the parcel slides off. 	Discharge can be 
to either side of tae track and, if necessary, 'double tray' 
keying can be added, so that two trays carrying a long parcel 
can Le tilted siLlultaneou-dy. 

The destinations should be spaced at a minimum of 1; tray 
lengths, the number of discharge stations being limited only 
by the length of the sorter, however, the cost of the 
control equipment may rise sharply with increasing length. 

The control equipment used includes an analogue memory 
unit, constructed from static state switching elements 
in the form of a shift register. 

Photo-electric cells or other devices can be placed 
acrose the mouth of each discharge chute to warn of any 
full chutes and to prevenc any more parcels being placed 
in it. 	This will mean that an extra chute must be 
supplied at the end of the run to collect any such 
parcels, Which will then have to be resorted, or alternatively 
a re-circulating format be used, althouja this will mean 
that should the chute remain full, one or more of the 
trays will be used as moving, storage. 	Therefore, close 
attention mutt be paid to the loading of the chutes, 
and either ample storage space or raTid removal of the 
parcels should be available. 

The Tilt-Tray system an Le used as a re-circulating loop 
or as a simple over-and-under circuit. If the latter 
syetam is used, there can Le no re-circulation of any 
parcels, but the ace required is quite narrow for area 
where there is some restriction in width. 	With the 
loop meteod several different .2etterns can be used. lrith 
only one loariing point and discharge to one side of the 
conveyor only, the width of the sorter will be doubled, 
but the length halved. 	If the width between the two 
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paths is increased, discharges can be made to both sides. 
;Jternatively, one sorting machine can be used for two 
operations, if t%;o loading points are included, one each 
end of the loop, then one si..e can deal with the sorting 
of ont,6oing parcels, whilst ehe other handles incoming 
parcels, sorting them to the separate cartage posts. however, 
the sortinz, op2rator on the latter position would have 
to be very experienced and have a lot o: local knowledge, 
until adJtess codes become standard throughout the country. 
No matter which cf the above systems were used, a small 
proportion of the traffic would have to be handled 

-manually due to excess length. 

The sorting macAine operates at speeds up to 250 ft/min, 
which, assuing four foot trays, means handling approximately 
5,750 parcels per hour under maximum sorting conditions. 
The speed can be adjusted to Live a steady flow of work. 

Tilt-tray installations at work in parcel and freight depots 
in the WA have been reported es bringing about a saving 
in operating costs equal to the capital outlay, over a period 
of 3-4 years. This, however, means maaing full utilisation 
of the equipment. 

b) 	Tiltin- Slat 

The Sore ac III tilting-slat sorting conveyor is similar 
to the Tilt-Tray in operation. Instead of trays, this 
conveyor consists of a series of 3" wide 	Steel slate, 
mounted on centre pivots and moved by a chain-conveyor. 
The slats are held in a horizontal position by stabilising 
rollers which run in a central track. 	The slats can 
be tilted in either eirection by switching the stabilising 
rollers to a subsidiary track. 	The track can only be 
sue plied with the return strand under the sorting strand of 
the conveyor. 

The conveyor is scanned by a photo-electric bear. at the 
in6uctibn point, so that,  all of the slats under a particular 
parcel are tilted at elle discharge point. 	Decanse the 
slats tilt as they apevoach the discharge point, the change 
in direction is ',..,radual, allowing a virtually shock-free 
discharge frou the conveyor. 

The control system an coding operation are practically 
identical to that of the Tilt Tray system. ?rut, whereas 
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the length of parcels on the treys is limited by the length 
of the trays themselves, the parcels sorted on Sortrac III 
can be up to C;1  long and 3' square. 

Unlike tee Tilt Tray, this system is not capable of 
negotiating corners and is therefore limited to a single 
flow direction. It is also slower with a maximum conveyor 
ereed of 200 ft/min. Discharges can be arranged at a 
reiniuum pitch of 2 ft on each side of the conveyor, but it 
is seldom possible to make use of this, particularly with 
larger parcels. 

cs; 	Diverters 

This method of automated sorting is different in operatioe 
to the above two. It consists of a number of arms which 
sweep across a flat conveyer" diverting parcels off into 
discharge chutee. 	To aid diversion,a vertically mounted 
belt conveyor is mounted around the diverting arm, moving 
in the direction of the discharge. 

Diverters can operate on any flat conveyor, band or slat, 
provided that it is sufficiently tough to withstand the 
sideways movements of the parcels. The diverters can 
be either single or double acting, i.e. they sweep to 
one or both sides of the conveyor. Kowever, they have 
limitations in use; the packages must be capable of 
absorbing the impact of hitting the diverting arm and 
must also be of sufficient height to prevent passing or 
sticking unuer the arm (approx. L" gap.) 

It is also slower in operation than the other reethods, as 
the arm has to swing across before the parcel reaches the 
discharge chute, and swing back before the next parcel 
arrives. 	if the parcels are too close together, 
there is a risk of striking and trapping a parcel 
preceding the paeeel for that destination point. 	There 
is also a restriction cn throughput caused by the maximum 
lengths of parcels that can lie hendled by the arms. 
The maximum speed of the conveyor is about 150 ft/min. 

Tiltee :;and 

This system is based on a conventional belt or band conveyor, 
which is tilted to an angle of about 30 after passing the 



coding point. 	Along the lower ed:70 of the conveyor is 
a shallow well with a number of gates included in it. 	The 
parcel destination is coded in tl,e nor:.al way, via a 
key1Joard, into the nemory unit, the signal generated following 

parcel along the coevey-or until the appropriate gate is 
reached,when tLe latter opens, depositing the parcel into a 
discharge chute. 	This uethod is used by the G.P.O. for 
mechanical sorting of their parcel post. 

It is not suitable for B.R. parcels, however, as the 
parcels handled by them are larger and heavier. The side- 
wall must be fairly low, to cvcid excess friction. 	This 
means that large or irregular parcels are liable to tip 
over the wall, with risk of damage, as uell as the necessity 
for re-handling. 	The gates should also be at least the 
length of the larger pareels and preferably IA times larger. 

Thus for parcels up to 3' in length, the gates should be at 
least 4' long. 	Alternatively tuo flaps could be opened 
simultaneouRly, but with increasing cost in control and 
operating mechanism. 

however, as this method is not ruitable for B.R. Parcels, 
it will not be considered further. 

Costs for Automatic Sorting ilachines (for equivalent capacity) 

Tilting Tray 

Basic cost 	 6100 
Per fact run 	 36 
induction stations 	 1300 ea. 
Destinations 	 3C0 ea. 

Tilting Slat 

Drive 	 1150 
Tension 	 C50 
Slat Track + Aprotx 	 45 per foot 

and supports 
Discilareers 	 130 ea 
Liemory system 	 40-50 per foot of conveyor 

Supply and erect 	 100 per ft. 

Diverters 

Basic conveyor, 

llemery system 
Single Diverters 
Double Diverters 

sett 	 14 per ft 
Slat 	 20 per ft 

40 per ft. 
225 eac.)+ installation 
350 eac.) 
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7. 	LIAL"CIS Cv RESULTS 

In. this section the application oc. In:ormation Theory to 
:arcel Sorting, will be dealt with in r.(cre detail. 	Also, 
comparisons will be t'.ade between sorting !let:hods mentioned 
psi  eerl5er seetio,,s. 

In the section on Inforation Thecry, it was found that the 
entropy of a collection of unsorted parcels could be found 
fru-J.:a the ioimula:- 

(i=1,2....D) 

This figure for entropy, in units t..:uer.aent on the base of 
the logarithms used, indicated the amount of sorting that 
wr..s required on the collection, to set then into a fully 
crt;:r1 	 riaeans that an increase in entro:,7 
is accompanied. by c14 increase in the amount of sorting 
required. 

If, for the sake of analysis, v.e assume that the number 
of possible destinations, D, is a constant, then the entropy 
matt vary with 	the total number of parcels, or n„ the 

riunbilr cf parcels per destination. 	If ne also assume that 
n., rennins a constant 	 regardless of IT, then an 

increase in will produce an increase in n, in proportion. 
n4  

Thus —,:=T114l remain constant, i.e. there will ne chance 

in entropy. 	Therefore the entropy of a collection is not 
dependent cn t:,e 	 th-..t collection, if the 
•roportio:_ oaf 1,arr:cis par destination remains constant. 

;he entropy oust therefore be depehdent on n.. Tito formula 

used to doter :Line tle entror.y is such that E is a milcinum 

and equal to log 	when all of the probabilities ni are 

equal,i.e.alln.are equal. 	As the variation between 

these pl-obailities increases, the value of E will decrease, 
for a given -Lumber of dc.stinatons anL constant total number, 

n, 
uatil all the 	but one are zero, at which point E = 0. 
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TherteLorc, if a sortie:.  .denfieatienihas a nuuber of depoes which 
receive an equal quantit.y of parcels, the entropy, and 
hence the a‘lount of carting required, is greater than that of a 
L.. tine!tion which sends n large numLer to one or two depots 
and sT el:er nuubees to tLe others. 

The reductic; iee entropy after one sort is also found. 	If 
the ember of pareeis per bay µU the sane, tills reduction will 

„
be equal to the logarit-el of the Dumber of bays. 	Te:f the 
uetber per eay in u_uel, then the reduction in .efrccy uill 
be reduce::. 	Lowever, provi4:e.d tat reasonable care is 
teeen ie 1..a:enciej, the numbers, the error 	eot be tco -read 
In the practical example of uereial sorting, the reduction 
in entropy on dividing equally to tue 12 bays should have 
been log 12 = 1.0L;. 	For tae first sorting pattern 
designed, i.e. total sorteng, ffee reduction of entropy after 
the first sort was calculated as 1.01, an error of 6.5g. 

If the number of destinations is inc eased, then E is also 
increased, ae, when all probabilities are equal and there 
are ) possible destinations, M = log D. 	Therefore to reduce 
the entropy of a collection of parcels at a depot, the 
nur,ler of destinations to be sorted to should be redueee. 
This, in fact, in what is intended for D.R. and G.P.O. traffic 
in Zee 1-car future, when certain large dei.ots will becon.e 
area centres for freight and parcels. Zech depot will handle 
en increueed amount of transhipment traffic, but -.7ith mechanised 
sorting, and standard unit load transport, i.e. YITTE trolleys 
Teis shoeld be the =et efficient way of eealing with lonl; 
distance lvarcelc. 	Smaller depots should be neinly concerned 
with local traffic; traffic fur other areas being sent to 
the area sorting depot, possibly after a simple primary sort. 

Coleparisen of methods 

The Lork jtedy investigation ehowcd that the theoretical 
sorting speed ;or manual coati:.: into 12-15 sorts, is 
apprceieately400 peeceec per heer. 2h1 allowance of M., • 
s:,oelo be made for norm a3 wcrLing rate, which reduces the 
speed to 	parcels net hour. 	A further 20% for a Rest 
Allowance will :.Lin;-: this down to 2CS -vaecels per hour. 
A deduction will, also 'cave to be ucee for different sizes 
of parcels, handwritieg on labels, coding checks etc., if 
this is assumed to be 10:, teen the final speed for sorting 
would be 260 parcels per ;_our, per man. 	Tiowever, these 
figures were obtained on the assumption that the staff 
were working full-time on parcel-sorting alone. 	:gut they 
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also have to load trains, chanfje MUTE trolleys, and alter 
sorting layouts fo:: ailferent types of traffic. 	This will 
proliably redoe the overall cortinc speed to aboz t 20C 
pecels per Lcur. 

In addition to tLis, a labour allowance mast be made for 
sicLess, holidays etc. and also to cope with peak periods 
that nay occvr, rewiring an extra 22:;2: labour force. 

The approxi,late labour cost of oh.. Lan i5 	21.'.'O0 p.:; thus a 
,,, of 	:lanti'L.7 of 	.rccl.2 tc 	d,dadiLE pt Lay, will allow the 

f=unt of labour required to be calcvlated, and therefore the labour 
costs of soring to be foun. 	The qi:antity of parcels 
handled per day will be the number of parcels received for 
sorting per day, multipliec by the eatropy over the log of 
the number of bays, assuminguu s optimoltin3 is used, and 
all of the parcels are fully sorted. Otherwise the number 
of handlings should be less than this, and obtained from 
tables similar to those in the section on theoretical handling. 

To compare mechanical with manual systems, the cost of the 
mechanical syster::, with its associated labour costs, should 
be calculated. 

The maintenance, running and depreciation of the mechanical 
exluipmo.at is assu-_-_,ed to be 15 of the total capital cost, 
per year) 	he accounting life of the equipment being taken 
as 10 years. 	If a cost comparison is made between manual 
handling for a certain numberdparcels, and mechanical 
handlir; for the same number, then the difference between 
the two costs will be the savins expected by use of 
mechaidcal equipment. 

If a cash flow is then draw u up, showing the initial outlay, 
aL;ainot the exeected returns, the expected return en 
L.vestnent can 7 founc:. 

The costs obtL'ined fo7 he 12,2chanical equipment are only 
an approximate figui;,e, drama u.) as a teni.:ative guide to 
allow comparisons to be made. As the mechanical equipment 
will Lc used ;e? el-. for a pr:ncry sort, labour will be 
required to sort the parcels into secondary sorts, the 
nutiber of sorters retjuire jepending upon the number of 
parcels per day and the mount of sorting required. 



Additional labour will also be needed for loading the 
machine and for the primary sorting operation. 

Of the three types of itechanical equipment co .sidered:- 

a) The Liverter system is the cheapest; however it bas a 
number of disa-vantages, it is the slowest in Greed and there 
ate also limitations of size, weight and strerig of the 
p'ackage. T'lerefore, it will not 	considered further. 

b) The Tilting Slat system has the highest capital cost 
however, it is versatile, as the slats cart surport parcels of 
varying lengths, whereas tray length is naturally limited. 
It is restricted though, by the fact thrt it cannot turn 
ccrners, taus layout is restricted to a single run of the 
conveyor. 

c) The Tilt-Tray systeit appears to have a sligatly lower 
capital cost and has the ability to travel round corners, 
thus (Lifferent layouts can be considered as circumstances 
demand. E=re labour will be required, however, to handle 
long parcels that cannot be carried on the trays. 

For comparison it trill be assumed that the entropy of the 
collection is 1.0 and that there is three-shift working. 
The conveyors wilt be of 100 ft. operating leegtiy and have 
one induction station and 15 destinations, each destination 
being a secondary sort into 10 LauTEs. 

lonowing the number of men required allows the labour cost per 
annum to be calculated for manual sorting. The costs for 
the mechanical equiprent are:- 

a) 	Tilt Tray 

Basic Cost 	 5100 
per ft. run 	 7200 
Induction stations 	 1300 
Destinations 	 5700  
Total Cost 	 2C,300 

Annual cost for running and tiaintenance = £1,013. 
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be manually sorted from the discharge chute. 	If, however, 
a discharge chute was provLied for each one or two cartage 
posts, the loading operation could be carried out more 
efficiently, al.hough the keying operator would have to 
have some loco knowledz,e, to know which traffic was 
assigned to which cartage post. These additional destinations 
would mean that one of them could be taken over, if a 
breadown occurred on one of the other chutes. 

If the costs for varying numbers of parcels per day are 
obtained and drawn up on a cost/voluae chart, the relative 
costs can be co' 0ared, and ar idea of the comparative 
costs for a specific parcels volume can be indicated. 

Mar,ual Sorting 

Parcels/ 	Parcel handling/ lien required 
day 	/hr 	hr 	 per 	per 

-,..atropy = 1.0 	shift 	day 

+ 21'T7 
labour 
allowance 

Cost p.a. 
at 0.000 

10,000 413 750 3.75 11.25 14 14,000 
15,000 625 1125 5.62 16.9 21 21,000 
20,000 832 1500 7.50 22.5 2C 23,000 
25,000 1040 1375 9.07 23 35 35,000 
30,000 1250 2250 11.25 33.0 42 42,000 
35,000 1460 9600 13.15 34.5 49 49,000 
40,000 1606 3000 15.0 45.0 56 56,000 
45,000 1070 3400 17.0 51.0 03 63,000 
50,000 2000 3750 16.7 55.1 70 70,000 

Sor'dng, Labour 

= 22J; - 
2 for Men per 

keying 	day 
ocration 

Oost p.a. 
at £1000 

Parcels/ 
0ay /hr 

lien required + 
for sorting 

10,000 416 2.03 3 5 15 15,000 
15,000 625 3.10 4 b 10 13,000 
000,000 022 4.10 5 7 21 21,000 
25,000 1040 5.2 6.4 3.4 25 25,000 
30,000 1250 6.25 7.7 9.7 29 29,000 
35,000 1460 7.3 9.0 11 33 33,000 
40,000 1666 0.33 10.2 12.2 37 37,000 
45,000 1070 9.35 11.5 13.5 41 41,0(0 
50,000 2030 10.4 13.0 15 45 45,000 



ln awAtion to the labour cost, the following costs will have to 
be ad,cd:- 

Tilt-Tray - £1,C13 

Tilting Slat - £1,66'0 

Costing Exercise on Tiit-Tray Sort5.ng Machine  

This exercise use;; the tentative costs provided by B.R.D. for a 
Tilt Tray sortinz, machine, to give an idea of the expected returns 
on investment that would be achieved with this equipment. For 
the purpose of the exercise the following data has been assumed:- 

a) 25,000 parcels per day are handled; 

b) the machine has a working length of 100 ft. 
with one induction 13oint aria fifteen dischare 
points, giving a capital cost of £20,300; 

c) the expected life of the machine is five 
years, with three shift working; also, an 
anticipated scrap value of 23,000 is expected 

The cost for running, maintenance and depreciation was given 
as 15% of the capital cost. however, the D.C.F. technique used 
avoids tne need to consider depreciation as a separate factor, 
a D.C.F. rate of return of i0io implies that the project will 
earn 10% on the funds invested in the equipment as well as 
repay original sums invested over life of equipment. The 
accountancy life of tnia type of equipment is taken as 10 years, 
with straight line depreciation, and no residual value, the 
depreciation, therefore is 10% per annum. Thus, the mauling and 
maintenance of the equipment, the actual cash payments are 5% p.a. 

As the equipment does not qualify for an investmout Grant, there 
will she an initial allowance of 30% of the capital cost plus an 
Annual Allowance of 25% of the Residual Value, for tax purposes, 
charges at a rate of. 	Corporation Tax. 

There may be a :residual Value after the five years, if the 
equipment is sold for more than this, a balancing charge will 
have to be made on the difference. 	If it is sold for less a 
balancing allowance will be made. 	It is assured that the 
tax is paid one year later than. the profit is made. 
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gear 0 	 1 	
•-) 
4. 	 3 	4 	5 

(a) Cash Outlay 	(20,300) - 

(-0' Cash Returns 
(Profit over manual 	- 	10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 - 
systero.) 

(c) Rum:Lag costs 	- 	(1,300)(1,000) (1,00+0])(1,000)(1,000) - 

(d) Net cash in (b-c) 	- 	9,000 9,000 	li,000 9,000 - 

(e) Capital Allowance - 	11,500 2,200 	1,550 1,260 	945 - 

,-asiuual value sold 
(Capital value allow- - 	0,300 6,600 5,050 3,790 2,645 

anee)  
for 
3,000 

(g) Taxable returns 
(d-e) 

- (2,500) 5,;.J00 	7,450 7,740 C,055(Balance 
char8e) 

(h) Corp.TaN C 4`4Z 
(1 year delay) 

- - - (2,390)(3,163)(3,29(.0(3,490 

(1) Ater tax cash 
roturn (‘:-h) 

9,000 9,000 	6,110 5,040 5,710 (3,40) 

(j: 20 factor 	 .833 .694 	.579 	.402 	.402 	.335 

(k) 14et pre3cnt 	 7,500 6,250 	3,540 2,020 2,290 (1170) 
value (j:zi) 

(Figures in brackets are negative quantities) 

This rec,!lts in en U.P.V. cash return of f".21,230 for 	capital 
outlay a2 Z2D,J30, with a return on investment of 2.0;.: plus an 
a.:A:itional profit of .;ust uu.der. Ll,WO. 	This ic for 25,000 
parcels per jay, with a higher rate of parcels, she profit over 
the manual system woul(1 be nigher, resulting in a hi3her expected 
rate of retum. 
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The first conclusion that can be arrived at is that 
lnforuntion Theory can be applied to parcel sorting. One 
of the iasic concepts of I...1formation leory is that of 
Lntropy, or tIle uncertainty of receiving the required 
7,ersaLe from a collection of possible messages. A 
collection of i sortei parcels for a nuober of destinations, 
has an uncertainty connected with selecting the parcel 2:or 
a specific. k:stinatioL. 	Thus, as these uncertaine_es can 
be regarded as conl,nra'ole, tLe concepts of one can be 
aL:plied to the other, within limitations, dependent upon 
the similarity of the two. 	The concept of entroy,y, 
therefore, can be applied to parcel sorting. 	This will 
Live the azount of uncertainty in the coliectioa a finite 
value, thus elablin-, corAparisons to be rode between 
various collections, and also giving an indication of the 
auount of sorting required to sort the parcels. 

if an optic.,Jula sorting mc,.:hod in used, by getting equal 
quantities of fareel; into the optimum number cf bays, 
thea the rel&tioaship between tae entropy and the number of 
bays pill enable the amount of sortin2 per parcel to be 
found. The optimum uui.iler of bays is arrived at by comparing 
sortig speeds into differeat numbers of bays, an allowance 
einr 7.,zde for the 'effectiveness' or reduced number of 

sorting passes needed, of the larger number of hays. 	If 
these quantities are used es a guide for a mere practical 
systent, and this system fellows the theoretical system 
as closely as is conveniently possible, then the theoretical 
amount of sorting required is a good indication of the 
act-...al sorting need, the latter being slightly larger, 

The above is a-pli.cable wh:_n the la7ceis are. fully sorted 
at one depot. If, howwer, they are only partly sorte, 
the logarithm of the number of -,;ays indicates tne reeuction 
in entropy for each sort. 	Thus I'me:iing the original 
entropy, th entropy of the semi-corted collection can be 
foutd. 

It was shown in the test that as the total number of 
pzrcels vas increased, the entropy altered only if the 
1-ronortion of the parcels to each destination altered. 
This u.eans that the entropy is not related to the total 
number of parcels, but to the nunber of destinations and 
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the number of parcels to each destination. 	it was 
seeu that as the number of eestinations increased, then 
so did the entropy. 	Like,lise, as the probabilities of 
parcels per destination became more equal the entropy 
increase., until a maxielut, was reached when all of the 
destinations were eoui—probaLle. 	This is intuitively 
the Lost uncertain eosition, as all the parcels have to 
pass th=ough all of the sorts. 	The entropy will Le zero 
when the probabilities fer ell destinations but one are 
zero, as no sorting neee be carried out, no uncertainty 
ceicting. 

Lecause the entropy is dependent upon the number of 
destinations and the proportion of the traffic sent to 
eacu, then to reduce it, and thus the sorting required, 
either one or both of these factors should be re aced. 
If traffic at a depot is passed through a prieary sort, 
the traffic for other areas or regions then being 
forwarded directly to the areas, whereas traffic for the 
area in which the depot is situated is passed througl, a 
seconeeey sort, this will reduce the uurber of destinations 
eorted to, ah:J hence the entropy for the parcel collection 
of that depot. This will-kiecessitete large depots in each area 
receiving more treffie than it would normally, from a 
nuMber of eiffereet areas. 	taut with efficient sorting 
and concentration on the area covered by the depot, the 
leandlins should be improved. 	Care must be taken in 
selecting these area cenLre depots, to ensure they are of 
sufficient siee to handle the traffic and placed in an 
acceceible position, L;eographically. 

This will mean that alternative coding to that at present 
in use should -ee provided. 	At the moment each zone 
ecntee depot has its veic_ne code nulber, depots in the 
sai.e region having sie:ilar code numL,ers. 	At preseut, 

these codes are not always referred to, earcels 
Leine referred to by eestination address rather than by 
code numter, alsc meet' amerdm.ents take place to the zone 
centres for certain towns as stations and lines are closed, 
and these ameedetenes are often not kept up to date. 

Pith tee theoret1cal sortinL,, the distribution of parcels 
to each Lay will vary Lou depot to depot, thus to get 
even quantities, a compleA nember of codes would have to 
be remev:eered. 	Thus new codes should be drawn up for each 
depot, to enalje jarcel sorters to sort at highest speeds, 
without having to reler to an address, or remember a 
eol_plen collection of numbers. 	The old codes should still 
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be kept, as once a parcel has left the originating 
C epot or area, this new code will be meanineless; thus the 
two codes should be of different forms. 

The theoretical sorting aeelysis shows that when all 
factors are taken ieto consideration, there is not much 
difference in the effective sorting speeds. 	These 
factors include the speed of sorting one sort into 
various bays, and the effect that the extra re-handling 
required has -eeen parcels are sorted into a smell number 
of bays. 	Zowever, there are peaks in effective sorting 
speed at 15 arc. 30 bays. 	The layout for 30 bays rercirese  
twice the layout area of 15 bays, and there will also 
be difficulties in equating quantities of earcels and 
eroupine destinations. This means that 15 bays would 
proeuce the most effective sorting, when speed is the 
most ineortant coesideration, but, as is pointed out, 
eifficelties uould arise in obtaining cptimal sorting, after 
the first sort, and a slower speed, with slightly 
more sorting par parcel, would give a sorting pattern 
closer to L.e ovtimum. 	It should be emehasised though, that 
this only occurs due to the ntmiber of eestinations, 176. 
Uith a different number or destinations, either less or 
more, then other patterns, prebably using 15 sorts should 
be usee. 

lien the sorting pattern is drauu up, close attention 
must be paid to the eestination areas. 	Only at the 
largest repots can traffic be fully sorted, therefore 
for the remainder a proecrtion of the traffic will be 
sent only 'part-sorted'. 	Time can be wasted in 
transport and re;_endliue if parcels are sent to the wrong 
area zone centre. 

To keep segregation of parcels on route, they should be 
kept in unit loads, the british Railways Universal Trolley 
Equipment (Laurio beine ideal for this. 	LEETEs are 
steadily being broeeht into use, but cter in some regions 
than other:. This near.; teat iater-region traffic has 
to take into account eae facilities of the different 
regions. 	It will be a waste of time and effort if traffic 
is foreareed from oee region to another in =Ms, if the 
receiving region cannot handle them. The impression gained 
from sorting staff using el..UTL trolleys at present, was 
a very favourable one. They are very much easier to 
handle aroune depots than the old-type flat barrows, and 
a parcels van that would require an hour to load 'rough' 
takes about five minutes to load with le rITTEs. 	This 



ueans that LaUTEs for different eestinations can be 
loenee into one van, without fear of s un-sorting' the 
parcels in transit. 	Un.en a uestination is reached, the 
IlnUTEs reetired for that station are removed from the 
van, wit: U::`.: having to detach the van, reducin' waitinS 
tine to e 	 This leads to the conclusion that 
as mucb traffic as poesible be foraarcle6 in BRUTEs. This 
is being done by 1.%U. to a limited extent with their 
nRUTE trains. 	Inine vans of a train of ten are filled 
witn LIWTEs for destinations on a set route, possibly 
circulnr, the other van being filled with awhward T.:a-reels 
that will not conveniently tit in BRUTES (e.g. rolled 
carpets. 

:therefore, if optimum Itanual sorting is user', as completely 
as posnibl.:!, straight into ZaUTL4s, an efficient parcel 
sortin systern shout. . be e_veloped. 	Once in a particular 

the 'excels should remain in it for as long as 
poscible. 

Sorting machines are available to assist in sorting, 
provided that sufficient quantities of parcels are sorte-: 
pen day. 	Tic speeds u the process by elioinating 
the labour requires: to transport parcels between the 
first and second sorts, this also allows a reduction ia 
labour costs. 	The costs for low quantities par 
day are higher tnan for manna' sorting, but as the 
quantity increases the savings ia labour increase. 	The 
ezample in the analysis has secnnn that for a total of 
25,000 parcels per day, with the costs provided, there 
will be a return on investment of approximately 2O 
for a life of five years. 	The sorting time-table can 
be planned more efficiently, sorting being carried out 
in quieter periods, thus allowing the sorting staff to 
concentrate on the rapine loading of parcel trains, when 
rcauired. 

The theoretical sorting method can also be apnlied to 
mechenical sorting. As the secondary sort is a manual 
one, front the discl:arge chutes, there are different 
iinitations that will apnly to this method. 	On the 
primary sort, the uifferent speeds of sorting to differing 
ran7:bers of bays will be almost nenligible, as the conveyor 
runs at cnnstant speeu, the operator remaining stationary. 
An increased number of primary sorts will increase the 
cost of the eauipment and also the area required, tut it 
will decrease the amoune of sorting required by the 
secondary sort. 	Some parcels will still need to be 



:combined for transrort to other areas, due to the low 
quantities per ',.estinatioh per day. 

In manual sortinL, tiL.e hes ain,1 to be 	sorting out 
parcels for delivery to t2eir cartage posts. 	with 
mschaL:ical sortinu, 	dischat3e roirtts could be 
suprlied for this type cf 	 allowing the doivery 
staff to spend more tie le on loading the vehicles efficiently, 
and in the 1:aldn- cut of delivery notes. 

The auober of manual staff at the ,,isrfoarse chutes should 
be a function of the lam.ber of parcels handled, rather 
than of the nuiaLer of ba;s, the bays acting 	temporary 
sternse reservoirs. 	Each operator havi::U a set number of 
liays to lock a2ter, tug operators "tieing concentrated on 
ee.,:tain Lays t.,'_en the neeu arises, e.g. for lowlink: trains 
etc. 	This would mean that an increased number of bays 
would have to be dealt with, vita a lar„er primary sort, 
althouc;h t1.0 total c:aentity of parcels will be the sane, 
therefore some account must be paid to this when determining 
the labour requirea, as there will be a limit on the bays one 
man can leok after. 

If a fairly low inir.bcr of Lays is used, and one becomes 
unusable, there being no alternative bay, problems will 
arise. 

	

	Additional bays should be supplied for this an,. 
any other coutinLencies that may arise (e .s. full chute, 

c_:1-rcso). 

In conclusion, there-2cre meelanical sortins systems should 
be used 2or dealihs with c.uancitics of paicels over a set 
mihiP.um level, detcrminec by coparing the cost of ruuning 
the sy:,ter coraparee with a purely matual methc;:i. 
cost fisnre will -,z.ry with the entropy of the collect_oa; 
the higher the entropy, the more chance there will be of 
ell.doying sort 	tzoilines. 	A chart is provided conparihc (Fig.2) 
mechanical wit2 wam.,a1 sor-in3, tucuing an appruzimate 
break-awn point, an,. al.;,c stun:L po:nt for an ev:ected return 
on investment of 2O using a D.,=.F. emthod. 	It must be 
pointed 	:.haush, that the costs sup plied were only 
tentative a1-;1 th2refore a iacre accurate investigation 
of coots, machine life, etc., must be carried out before 
an accurate break-even point is obtained. 	It is hoped 
however, that the figures supplied will provide a 
reasonable guide to ex -.:cted costs and returns. 
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The rrobabil:!.t 

selected froa 

y, ri, of a parcel for the ith desZin.ation D being 
Caz; collectio; will ue a., where n. is the number 

1 
1 

of parcels ior the ith desiination and Y is tTle total number 
of parcels in ti.:: collection. 

The entropy of the collection, per J)ercel, will be 

= 	E 	P;  10-. 2. ; P. __ 1 

i=1 	
1 	1 

n. 
L T. i 	10E.;  A 

U. 
L — L floc,  n. - log ii .., 

E 
ni  

' 
log 	 n. 

1 

but ii is constant and a. 

• 
E = 77: log g. En. 

1.4 
1 

En. log n. a 

1 
=- log :A

is 
-7.7  En. lor,  

10 

Tli2 total entropy of an uncortad grow of g parcels will be:-

= i log g - E ai  log ni  

If the 7)arceltJ are zorted iaco 1' bays, with n. parcels ix. each bay 
J 

n, log n. 
Lay 	 D;  
then, entropy per bay = n, log U. 

E 

where D. = dest7 per bay. 
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D 

st 
• • Total entropy after 	sort, 12'1' = 	n. log n. - 	n. to n " i 

j=1 

where E' is new level of entropy and summation is over all destinations. 

reduction in total entropy = 	- 

D 	 F 	 D 
' (iilogii - E11i  10f;n.1)- (al-

3 
 log ni  - F. n. log n.) 

= I. log ii - E ii. Log n. 
3 	1 

F 	 F 
= E in. log 	- E n. lo;_; n. 

3 	 3 	3 

F 
= E (n. i.og IT -- 113  log ii.) 

3 o=En.lg 

	

1 F 	-2 

	

. . Ileduction in entropy per parcel = il - E' = --f, E 	on. I ,-- •! 	.3 	" n' .3 

for any number, n., of parcels per bay. 
3 

If we assume that the parcels are divided equally into eact bay, 
then, with F bays, 

- 113  log  n4  

3 	n, is ions taut and equals —v 

	

3 	 F 	- 

• 	 F . 
• • 	Et = 
	 F 

= log 10F 
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For equal quantities of parcels per bay, after one sort the entropy 
till be reduced by lon: F. 	(the nuMber of bays). 

The units of entrol-iy are dependent on the basa of the logarithms. 
If lots to the base of 2 nre used, then the units will be binary 
f.igits, or "bits", if to 	base 10, then, in deciiaal digits. As 
log

?  '
0 = 	deeiLJal igit = 	bits. 

Asrume that the quantity of parcels in each bay is the samet- 

Change in entropy, E 	= lob F. 

This is the re,:uction of entropy in one pass, 

. . 4f 	= 0, than no further sort-l.n3 is required. 

if L' > 0, then furif,er sorting is required, 

and E = log .7 

Et 

or log r 	log F 

After a further sort, 

E' - E" = log F 	, assuming same n. of bays. 

if E" 0, no furter sorting is required 

if L;" > 0, fnrther sorting is required. 

log F 	• 102; F 

= 2 
or 	 ▪  log F 

Thus 	amount of further Jorti rec!uired is determined by E" 
and log F. 

vu 
. 	, 

= los F, 1.e.iog r li 

one further sort is needed, 

and, E" E" = 0 or a fully sorted collection. 



log F = 3, the nunber of sorts carried out. • •  

if —1:1— 	1, then further sorting will he required 
log V 

< 1, then only a proportion will be neeued to be sorted. leg z 

E" 10g F is reduced, so that — If, for tr,, F‹ 1
= 

thed. E"' = 0 and no further sorting is required. 	To obtain 

F must be wulriplied by 
Clog 	1, log must log F" • • log F 

is the proportion of parcels to i)e re-sorted. 	Alternatively, 

each parcel rust be sorted en extra-----r-
F  times. leg  

Entropy  . This results 	log F 	number of sorts required. 

When the units of entropy and the base of the log are the same, 
e=.ad ol.:timul sorting is used. 

For eNample:- 

1' 	Say, entre:7 of 2.0 and F = 10 bays i 
1st sort 	L - L' = log F 

2 - it;' = 1 
I.! = 1 

2ud sort 
	

L" = 1os 
1 - r" = 1 
:" = c 

• 
. . fully sorted in ezectly two sorts. 

2) 	entropy of 2.0 and F = 25 bays 
1st sort 	E LI  = log 0 

2 - -.11 1  = 1.4 
▪ = 0.6 

ri 
log 25 = .43  ' . . only 43% of the parcels 

neeCt to be sorted a second time 
1  

o 
io F 1 + log F  = 1.43, the a. of sorts per parcel g  

required. 

of. 	 = 1.43 log F 	4 

. 	z  

41. 


